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Mitzvahs are religious duties believed to be commanded by God in the Jewish tradition. In most orthodox 

sects of Judaism, a bride shaving her hair after marriage as a sign of loyalty to her husband and sons is not 

uncommon as most observe this as a mitzvah. Bertha Haberfeld was part of this tradition. Although she 

did not initially shave her head after marriage, desperate conditions would soon lead her to perform this 

mitzvah seeking mercy from a higher power. 

While the Second World War raged on, Bertha Haberfeld, along with her relatively large family, lived in 

a Jewish ghetto in German occupied Hungary. During this time, antisemitism was rearing its ugly head in 

European society, and so were reports of ethnic concentration camps in remote areas scattered throughout 

German occupied territory. None knew for certain. Anticipating being sent to one of these elusive camps 

of unknown purpose, Bertha and one of her sisters decided to seek shelter in the comforting arms of God, 

hoping that God would embrace and protect them. The sister deducted that the closest she could get to 

God was to perform one of the holy mitzvahs, so she asked Bertha if she could perform the post-wedding 

sacrament of snipping off some hair. Bertha complied; however, she valued her hair, so she consented to 

only a lock for symbolism. As time passed, they would find their calls for divine intervention were left 

unanswered as they were eventually corralled onto trains to Auschwitz like lambs to slaughter. 

In her video interview, Bertha describes what was to come with her dark, sullen eyes like dams holding 

back rivers of emotions. Bertha got off the train at Auschwitz where most of her family was separated 

with the exclusion of two sisters: one of them both deaf and mute which rendered her even more 

undesirable in the eyes of the Nazis running the camp. As she went through the Kafkaesque process of 

dehumanization, she came to the station where all the new arrivals’ heads were shaved: ironic. That is 

what the Holocaust was. It was not only about killing, but also the stripping away of humanity. Whereas 

before she had some free will over her hair, the staff at Auschwitz now got to make this decision for her. 

They not only owned her body, but her soul as well. 

Haberfeld’s solemn tone and storytelling alone suggest the sub-human treatment she endured past the 

proverbial “gates of hell”. The metal of these gates formed the German words: “Archbeit Macht Frei”, or 

“Work Sets You Free” in English. In Auschwitz, this promise of freedom carried the connotative meaning 

of death. After liberation by the Soviets, Bertha shares that she no longer felt welcomed in the place she 

called home due to antisemitic sentiment and inhuman treatment. To think: nearly eighty years post-

World War II, there are Holocaust deniers who actively disparage and disregard the suffering of millions. 


